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Agenda

• BC Policy and Process
• Canadian Perspective
BC Policy and Process

• ICBC’s Environment
  • Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act
  • Requests for Information
  • Internal Committees
BC Policy & Process Con’t
ICBC’s Committee’s
• Access to Information Review Cmt (AIR)
• Information Sharing Working Group
Information Sharing Working Group

1. Request Priority
2. Competitive Information Guideline
3. Self-serve + overarching PIA
4. Disclosure to law enforcement standard
5. Information sharing with external parties for non-operational purposes standard
6. Service fee standard
Canadian Perspective

- Canadian Council of Motor Transport Administrators (CCMTA)
- Inter-Provincial Records Exchange Network (IRE)
- Jurisdictional Agreements with CCMTA
Information Sharing through IRE

- a model for revenue for jurisdictions and fee for service for CCMTA
- each jurisdiction must actively approve each request
- Request types
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